
 

 

 

 

 

  

  

   

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

  

 

What have past civilisations supported the world we live in 

today? (Y5) 

EDUCATIONAL VISITS:  

Planetarium Wynyard  

MATHS 

Time, temperature, 

money, calendar- linked 

to Egypt 

  

 

SCIENCE: 

EARTH and SPACE and MAGNETISM (link between discovering stars and the Egyptians possible excerpt from night at the museum 3)  

 describe the movement of the Earth relative to the Sun in the solar system  

 describe the movement of the Moon relative to the Earth  

 describe the Sun, Earth and Moon as approximately spherical bodies  

 Use the idea of the Earth s rotatio  to e plai  da  a d ight.  
 

FORCES (lifting the blocks to make the pyramids)  

 explain that unsupported objects fall towards the Earth because of the force of gravity acting between the Earth and the 

falling object  

 identify the effects of air resistance, water resistance and friction, that act between moving surfaces  

 Understand that force and motion can be transferred through mechanical devices such as gears, pulleys, levers and springs. 

 

History  
-the achievements of the earliest 

civilizations – an overview of where and 

when the first civilizations appeared and 

a depth study of one; Ancient Egypt. 

-A non-European society that provides 

contrasts with British history –Mayan 

civilization c. AD 900. 

 Ancient Egyptians 

 How can we re-discover the 

wonder of Ancient Egypt?  

A non-European society 

 

 Mayan Civilization 

 Who were the Mayans and 

what have learnt from 

them?  

 

ENGLISH  

Possible Narrative text to support narrative writing: The 
Eg ptia  Ci derella  Shirle  Cli o 
(http://www.keystage2literacy.co.uk/egyptian-cinderella.html)  

 

 

Suggested class reads:  

 The Egyptian Cinderella by Julia Jarman, Mayan 

Civilization Moments in History by Shirley Jordon, The 

Pharaohs of Ancien Egypt by t Elizabeth Payne 

 

Adventure story- based on The Egpyian Cinderella   
Free choice poetry 

Non-chronological Reports (link to history)   

 

DT 

Children to plan, design 

and construct an Egyptian 

death mask in pairs 

groups.   

ART  

Egyptian art based on 

consolations? 

RE 

What do some people believe happens 

after someone dies? 

Pupils should be taught to observe and understand 

varied examples of religions and worldviews so that 

they can explain, with reasons, their meanings and 

significance to individuals and communities. 

What can we learn from religious texts?   

Pupils should be taught to describe and understand 

links between stories and other aspects of the 

communities they are investigating, responding 

thoughtfully to a range of sources of wisdom and to 

beliefs and teachings that arise from them in 

different communities 

 

COMPUTING 

Internet research - linked with history. Use Google 

maps and various search engines.  

SUBJECTS TAUGHT DISCRETLEY: 

French and PE 

http://www.keystage2literacy.co.uk/egyptian-cinderella.html


 

RE 

 

 

 

 

 
 

…? 

What can we learn from religious texts?  

 Can they describe different features of religions and worldviews? 

 Can they make connections between different religions and world views? 

 Can they reflect on their ideas? 

 Can they describe and understand links between stories and other aspects 

of the communities they are investigating? 

 Can they respond thoughtfully to a range of sources of wisdom and to 

beliefs and teachings that arise from different communities? 

 Can they explore and describe a range of beliefs and actions? 

 Do they understand different ways of expressing meaning? 

 Can they observe and consider different dimensions of religion? 

 Can they explore and show understanding of similarities and differences 

between different religions and worldviews? 

 Can they discuss and represent their own views on challenging questions 

about belonging, meaning, purpose and truth?  

 

What do some people believe happens after someone dies?  

 Can they describe different features of religions and worldviews? 

 

 Can they make connections between different religions and world views? 

 

 Can they explain more about celebrations and rituals which mark important points in life? 

 

 Can they reflect on their ideas? 

 

 Can they explore and describe a range of beliefs? 

 

 Do they understand different ways of expressing meaning? 

 

 Can they observe and understand varied examples of religions and worldviews? 

 

 Can they explain, with reasons, their meanings and significance to individuals and communities? 

 

 Can they observe and consider different dimensions of religion? 

 

 Can they explore and show understanding of similarities and differences between different 

religions and worldviews?  

 

 Can they discuss and represent their own views on challenging questions about belonging, 

meaning, purpose and truth? 

 

 Ca  the  represe t other s ie s o  the same? 

 

 Can they apply their own ideas thoughtfully in different forms- including art? 

 



 

 

  

SCIENCE 

 

 

 

 

 

Earth and Space: 

 Can they identify and explain the 

movement of the Earth relative to the Sun? 

 Can they explain how seasons and the 

associated weather is created? 

 Can they identify and explain the 

movement of the Moon relative to the 

Earth? 

 Can they explain the size, shape and 

position of the Earth, Sun and Moon? 

 Can they explain how night and day are 

created and use diagrams to show this? 

 Can they explain how planets are linked to 

stars? 

 Can they compare the time of day at 

different places on the Earth? 

 Can they create shadow clocks? 

 Can they begin to understand how older 

civilizations used the Sun to create 

astronomical clocks? 

 Can they explore the work of some space 

pioneers? (Galileo, Copernicus, Neil 

Armstrong) 

 

…? 

Magnetism:  

 Can they explain how the force of magnetism 

works? 

 Can they describe how magnetism is used in 

everyday objects? 

 Can they describe magnets as having two poles? 

 Can they make predictions associated with 

whether two magnets will attract or repel 

depending on which poles are facing? 

 Can they work out how magnets are useful in an 

everyday context? 

 Can they work out the link between magnets 

and the North and South poles? 

 

Forces:  

 Can they explain what gravity is and its impact 

on our lives? 

 Can they explain why a wheeled object that is 

initially pushed will slow down and stop? 

 Can they explain the impact of friction on a 

moving object? 

 Can they explain the effect of drag force on 

moving objects? 

 Can they explain how force and motion can be 

transferred through gears, pulleys, levers and 

springs? 

 Can they describe and explain how motion is 

affected by forces? (including gravitational 

attractions, magnetic attraction and friction) 

 Can they design very effective parachutes? 

 Can they work out how water can cause 

resistance to floating objects? 

 



 

HISTORY 

 

 

 

 

 

…? 

 Can they use dates and historical language in 

their work? 

 Can they draw a timeline with different time 

periods outlined which show different 

information, such as, periods of history? 

 Can they use their mathematical skills to work 

exact time scales and differences as need be? 

 Can they create timelines which outline the 

development of specific features, such as 

medicine; weaponry; transport, etc. 

 Can they describe historical events from the 

different period/s they are studying/have 

studied? 

 Can they make comparisons between historical 

periods; explaining things that have changed and 

things which have stayed the same? 

 Do they appreciate that a significant event in 

history has helped shape the country we have 

today? 

 Can they test out a hypothesis in order to answer 

a question?  
 

 Can they say where a period of history fits on a timeline? 

 Can they place features of historical events and people from past 

societies and periods in a chronological framework? 

 Do they appreciate that some ancient civilizations showed greater 

advancements than people who lived centuries after them?  

 Can they summarise the main events from a specific period in 

history, explaining the order in which key events happened? 

 Can they summarise what Britain may have learnt from other 

countries and civilizations through time gone by and more recently? 

 Can they describe features of historical events and people from past 

societies and periods they have studied? 

 Can they recognise and describe differences and similarities/ 

changes and continuity between different periods of history? 

 Can they suggest relationships between causes in history? 

 Can they look at two different versions and say how the author may 

be attempting to persuade or give a specific viewpoint? 

 Can they suggest why there may be different interpretations of 

events? 

 Can they suggest why certain events, people and changes might be 

seen as more significant than others? 

 Can they pose and answer their own historical questions? 



 

DT 
 

Children to design and make an Egyptian death mask.  

 

 

 

 

…? 

Design: 

 Generate, develop, model and communicate their ideas through discussion, annotated sketches, cross-sectional and exploded diagrams, prototypes, pattern pieces 

and computer-aided design 

Make: 

 Select from and use a wider range of materials and components, including construction materials, textiles and ingredients, according to their functional properties 

and aesthetic qualities 

 

Evaluate: 

 Evaluate their ideas and products against their own design criteria and consider the views of others to improve their work 

 

 Understand how key events and individuals in design and technology have helped shape the world 

Technical Knowledge: 

 Understand and use mechanical systems in their products e.g. gears , pulleys, cams. 

 

 Apply their understanding of computing to programme, monitor and control their products 

 

 



 

ART 

 

 

 

 

 

…? 

 

Pupils should be taught: 

 To develop their techniques, including their control and their use of materials, with creativity, experimentation and an increasing 

awareness of different kinds of art, craft and design 

 To create sketchbooks to record their observations and use them to review and revisit ideas. 

 To improve their mastery of art and design techniques, including drawing, painting and sculpture with a range of materials (eg 

pencil, charcoal, paint, clay). 

 About great artists, architects and designers in history. 
 

Project:  

 Children are to create a sketch book, record, revisit and review their ideas 

 Refer to artists, architects and designers in history to explain choices 

 They must choose from a range of materials (e.g. pencil, charcoal, paint, clay) 

 They then need to create a product that reflects a chosen artist, architect or designer or their own chosen one 

 Students are to refer to sketch books and use them for planning 
 



 

COMPUTING 

 

 

 

 

 

…? 

 Understand computer networks including the internet; how they can 

provide multiple services, such as the World Wide Web; and the 

opportunities they offer for communication and collaboration 

 Understand that online content should not be adapted without 

permission or acknowledgement 

  Understand the importance of evaluating online information  

 Understand how different devices connect to the internet  

 Understand how to share and collaborate online using blogs, 

wikis, messaging  

  Identify elements on a web page 

Use search technologies effectively, appreciate how results are selected 

and ranked, and be discerning in evaluating digital content 

 Use effective strategies to search with appropriate search 

engines 

Use technology safely, respectfully and responsibly; recognise 

acceptable/unacceptable behaviour; Identify a range of ways to report 

concerns about content and contact. 

 Make good choices when they present themselves online  

 Know how to protect online identity  

 Choose a secure password   

 Know what is appropriate and inappropriate use of the internet  

  Know how to use Report Abuse button   

 Understands both rights and responsibilities when online 



 

FRENCH 

 

 

 

 

 

DISCRETE SUBJECT 

 Listen attentively to spoken language and show understanding by joining in and responding  

 Explore the patterns and sounds of language through songs and rhymes and link the spelling, sound and meaning of words  

 Engage in conversations; ask and answer questions; express opinions and respond to those of others; seek clarification and help*  

 Speak in sentences, using familiar vocabulary, phrases and basic language structures  

 Develop accurate pronunciation and intonation so that others understand when they are reading aloud or using familiar words and phrases*  

 Present ideas and information orally to a range of audiences*  

 Read carefully and show understanding of words, phrases and simple writing  

 Appreciate stories, songs, poems and rhymes in the language  

 Broaden their vocabulary and develop their ability to understand new words that are introduced into familiar written material, including through using a dictionary  

 Write phrases from memory, and adapt these to create new sentences, to express ideas clearly  

 Describe people, places, things and actions orally* and in writing Languages – key stage 2 3  

 Understand basic grammar appropriate to the language being studied, including (where relevant): feminine, masculine and neuter forms and the conjugation of high-

frequency verbs; key features and patterns of the language; how to apply these, for instance, to build sentences; and how these differ from or are similar to English. 

 



 

PE 

 

 

 

 

 

DISCRETE SUBJECT 

Athletics:  
  

 Improve and sustain running technique at different speeds. 
Demonstrate accuracy and technique in a range of jumping actions 

 Run at fast, medium and slow speeds, changing direction and 

speed. 
 Link running and jumping activities with some fluency, control 

and consistency. 
 Take part in a relay activity, remembering when to run and 

what to do. 

 Demonstrate accuracy and technique in a range of throwing 

actions. 

  
 Throw a variety of objects 

  

 Understand and perform throws for accuracy and distance. 
  

 Link running and throwing activities with some fluency, 

control and consistency. 

  
 Throw a variety of objects 

  

 Understand an perform throws for accuracy and distance. 
  

 Link running and throwing activities with some fluency, 

control and consistency. 

  
 

 Play leaders: ((Kwik cricket cluster 

competition) 
 

 Follow scheme 

 (SCCO support / pastoral support) 
 

  

 

 



 

PE 

 

 

 

 OAA: 

 (East Cleveland Olympics, CSSP competitions (School Games) 

 

 Participate in a range of OAA activities with  

increasing challenge 

  

 Follow and plan routes on a map 

  

 Complete team challenges  

 
 Can work with others  co-operatively 

 
  Accurately read an interpret map symbols and 

control markers 

 
 Participate in challenging activities 

  
 

  

 

    

DISCRETE SUBJECT 


